
Microsoft® mouse innovations and options.

"I'"' Microsoft
Trackball Explorer
The First Trackball with IntelliEye Optical Technology. The
Microsoft TrackBall Explorer sets a new standard in
trackballs by combining an IntelliEye optical sensor and
an advanced ball design. The IntelliEye optical sensor
tracks the movement of the ball 1,500 times per second
to give you unbelievably smooth, precise control.
950-1263 74.99
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IntelliMouse® Optical
IntelliEye- optical sensor technology eliminates the
mouse ball. Three times the DPI resolution for
smoothness and controllability. Includes PS/2 and USB
interface.
26-3002 49.99
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Intel I iMouse° Explorer
IntellEye- optic& sensor has no moving parts. Can be
used on almost any surface, no need for a mouse pad.
Scroll documents arid web pages. Two thumb buttons
allow forward and back web pages from anywhere on
the page. PS/2 or USB interface.
950-1081 59.99

Cordless Wheel Mouse
No more cord tangles! Mouse works up to 5 feet away
from receiver base. No sight line is requirec. Scroll and
zoom in or out from the centered wheel. Sculptured
sides ideal for right or left-hand use. PS/2 or serial
interface.
950-1082 39.95
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NEW Microsoft Wheel
Mouse Optical
No mouse pad needed. The IntelliEye optical sensor
scans your desktop over 1,400 times per second, giving
smooth, precise motion on just about any surface. Scroll
up and down the page quickly and easily. Feels great in
any hand-designed to be comfortable for left or right,
small or large hands. With no moving parts to wear out
or require cleaning, you can look forward to years of
dependable performance. 950-1316 29.99

Microsoft' Wheel Mouse
Scroll word processor or spreadsheet documents. It's
quick and effortless. Scroll Internet pages quickly and
efficiently, whether for research or pleasure, you'll save
time and effort. PS/2 or serial interface.
950-1078 14.95

At Home or
In the Office,
Microsoft is
The Best

Whatever your mouse preferences or pointing

device needs are, RadioShack and Microsoft'

have the answer.
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NEV Microsoft® Trackball Optical
The Int, Eye optical sensor reads through dirt, dust, and
fingerryints. Browse easily with the programmable
forwarc and back buttons. Scroll efficiently with the
wheel. Designed for comfort, the shape supports your
hand in a natural posture. The thumb -operated ball is
positioned for control and easy navigation.
950-1264 44.99
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Microsoft' Basic Mouse
Ine mouse that set the stanoaru. Precision micro
switche'; and rollers for precise mousing. Still a work
horse, still a great value. PS/2 and serial interface.
950-1077 12.95

AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radloshack.com, by special order at our stores
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.


